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COVID-19: A Multi-faceted Crisis That We Must Tackle
 The COVID-19 (C-19) pandemic has caused not only a global public health
crisis, but also triggered social upheavals, disrupted business and industry,
and affected the economy, life and work worldwide.
 The outbreak is forcing executives, managers and policy makers worldwide to
quickly implement business and operational decisions that change the status-go.
• They’re required to take decisions that we haven’t even imagined.

 We’re forced to live, work, learn, and socialize in a new environment with
constraints.
 We’re embracing technology to address the crisis.

 COVID-19 presented IT industry, professionals and researchers several new
opportunities as well as new challenges.

IT Plays Central Role
 Information technology (IT) plays central role in every activity.
• IT has become an epicentre of several operations in healthcare, business,
education, governance, judiciary, community service, and more.

 Technology is helping companies and individuals everywhere get
through this unfortunate, unforeseen crisis.
 Technology is put into use!
“Technology has value only if you can do something useful with it.”

Overnight Digital Transformation Everywhere

 The rush was on to digitally transform everything, within days or 1-2 weeks.

 This led to sudden surges in the demand for computing resources, especially the digital
infrastructure that powers transactions and communications

Information Technologies Being Harnessed
IT is helping the fight against the Covid-19 assisting health
professional and government. -- Use of IT has become a necessity,
 Cloud computing
 IoT
 Artificial Intelligence
 GPS
 Drones
 GIS
 Robots
 Big data
 Telemedicine
 Thermal cameras
 Geo-fencing ( location-based service)
 Facial recognition
 Chatbots
 Autonomous systems
 Virtual dashboards
 The Internet and VPN

The Pandemic’s Impact on IT
 Impact has been largely positive.
 IT, businesses, start-ups and individuals rose to the occasion.
•
•
•
•

Innovation
Competition
New business models – everything as a service (Google Meeting free from now)
Emergence of new business collaboration and potential new business strategy among
even bitter rivals.

 However, there were a few negative impacts as well

• Increased and newer cyber security threats and risks,
• Performance issues due to significantly increased workload (digital congestion)
• Business continuity, agility issues

 It also exposed weakness and vulnerabilities of our current IT systems and IT
planning and implementation.



https://spectrum.ie
ee.org/view-fromthevalley/consumerelectronics/gadgets
/will-thecoronaviruspandemic-makeearly-adopters-ofus-all?

How cybercriminals have exploited
the coronavirus pandemic
 Phishing campaigns, deceptive domains,
and malicious apps are just some of the
tactics that have taken advantage of the
virus and its repercussions, says Check
Point Research.

 https://www.techrepublic.com/article/howcybercriminals-have-exploited-the-coronaviruspandemic/?

Cybersecurity and COVID-19
 There are many similarities between how COVID-19 is spreading and
the ways in which computer malware spreads.
 By using coronavirus as metaphor, we can develop a better
understanding of how to prevent and mitigate the impact of
computer viruses.
 Extending the metaphor, we can apply tactics such as isolation, selfquarantine, vaccination and pre-testing to the cybersecurity world

COVID-19: A Great ‘Reset’

 COVID-19 pandemics has become a ‘timely’ wakeup call
and a great reset every industry sector, every country,
every economy – and everyone.

Panellists will examine:
 How did the computing industry respond to the surge in
workload and computing resources?
 How did we embrace AI to address the crisis?
 What were the major challenges and issues, and how were they
resolved?
 What did we learn from the crisis and our response to the crisis?
 How will COVID-19 reshape the computing landscape?
 How should we prepare our computing systems for the future?
 Which areas need further research and development – and
investment?
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Stephen J. Andriole
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Is Digital Ready?
While digitally business models are inevitable, a reliable digital infrastructure is not:
• Internet service provider (ISP) customers are receiving emails and text
messages from their providers about expected performance delays

• Video teleconferences are unstable, with sound delays and frozen screens
• Mobile calls are frequently dropped (or there’s no coverage at all)
• Online banks warn about delays or “server connection problems”
• The Cambridge Analytica case is a feature not a bug
• Streaming services “cannot connect to the Internet” – “try again later ...”

• “Surveillance Capitalism” is now a way of life in the US …

Digital Education – Just One Example
If the world relies increasingly on digital, what about the digital divide? If we use
the Internet for education, who wins and who loses? Is everyone connected in the
post-COVID-19 digital world?
The federal government believes that around 25 million Americans do not have
access to broadband. Microsoft has another view which diverges tremendously
from what Ajit Pai – Chairman of the U.S. Federal Communications Commission
– “rosily”reported: “Rather than 25 million people without broadband, Microsoft's research indicates ‘162.8 million people are not using the internet at
broadband speeds.” In addition, according to Pew Research, 10% (33 million
Americans) don’t use the Internet at all. How will this work in a post-COVID-19
digital world?

A Digital Marshall Plan
Historians remind us that post-World War II America and Europe together – via
the Marshall Plan – created a massive market for US and European goods and
services that persists today. Does the logic hold for the post-COVID-19 digital
world the pundits are predicting? Investments in digital infrastructure are
required – and quickly, especially since COVID-19 is not the last Corona virus the
world is likely to experience. Writing in Euronews, Eline Chivot argues that “the
EU’s post-coronavirus Marshall Plan must have a focus on improving its digital
economy.” She also calls for digital free trade partnerships among Europe’s
primary trading partners and aligned industrial investment strategies among allies.
She even calls for a “joint technology alliance” with “like-minded allied partners
and pool resources in the many areas where that is mutually beneficial.”

Sridhar Deenadayalan
rhipe

Before COVID

Post-COVID

- Cloud adoption was slow and sloppy

- Focus on optimization

- Holding on to traditional models

- Adoption of new operating models

- Compulsive transformation due to
competition

- Emphasis on agility and continuous
learning

- Fear of missing the latest

- Responsibly share data for insights

Agility Matters

- Job profiles will continue to evolve

- Induced adoption

- IT infrastructure put to test
- Quicker respondents thrived

- We are continuing to learn

During COVID

Dejan S. Milojicic
Hewlett Packard Labs
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Computing Lessons from and
Predictions for COVID-19

Dejan Milojicic, Fellow IEEE
Distinguished Technologist, Hewlett Packard Labs
Panel Discussion: Computing Lessons from COVID-19, July 29th 2020

Disclaimer:
This work has been done with many colleagues in Hewlett Packard Labs, HPE partners, universities,
government agencies, and IEEE
Special thanks to: Mary Baker, Suparna Bhattacharya, Tom Coughlin, Paolo Faraboschi, Eitan Frachtenberg,
Phil Laplante, Avi Mendelson, Martin Sadler, and Roberto Saracco for their feedback on presentation

Outline
– Introduction

– Technology Predictions for Times of Pandemics
– Why Technology Prediction for Times of Pandemics?
– 10 technology predictions, for each, the following 4 aspects are discussed
– A) Problems B) Opportunities; C) Impact; and D) Sustainable solution/business opportunity

– Comparing Predictions: Impact, Likelihood, Confidence
– Some General Observations
– Overall Summary
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Introduction
– Pandemics has created STRESS on current humankind existence, values, and daily lives
– privacy vs societal benefits
– global work organization
– supply chain logistics

– Acceleration of the Digital Transformation was forced upon work, education, and private life

– Technologies increasingly play crucial role in all of this and are becoming essential for our survival
– Going forward
– Use of High Performance Computing in vaccine discovery
– Simulating virus spread

– Privacy vs IP sharing, ….
– ….. and many more
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Technology Predictions at the Times of Pandemics
1. High Performance Computing

2. Genomics analytics
3. Tracking, surveillance

Behavioral
sciences

legal,
social

Sharing IP

4. Medicine
5. Supply Chain Elasticity

industry
verticals

Medicine

Food production

Supply chain

6. Food production, delivery

7. Remote Presence

applied
technologies

Genomics
analytics

Remote
Presence

Tracking,
surveillance

8. Connectivity, 5G

9. Behavioral Sciences

core
technologies

HPC

Connectivity, 5G

10. Sharing IP
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High Performance Computing
Problems/demand

Impact

– Substantial need for broad set of simulations: genomics
analytics, virus spread, people movement, supply chain,
and many basic and applied sciences

– Shorter time to solutions, e.g. COVID vaccine

– Even exascale has limited capacity, new solutions are
required for chemistry, material sciences, biology
– End of Moore’s Law and speed/feed caps (interconnects,
storage, memory)

Opportunities
– AI for science (www.anl.gov/ai-for-science-report)
adoption of accelerators, DNNs in addition to traditional
HPC infrastructure and algorithms
– In-situ analytics at the edge (traditional and super
instruments) IoT devices
– New types of computing and memories, silicon photonics

– Increased confidence in predictions, better tie to government
policies
– Ability to make global coordination

Sustainable solution/business opportunity
– Global coopetition on post-Exascale
– Advances in AI/ML/DL and imminent hardware accelerator
market consolidation
– Delivery of low- to mid-range HPC as a Service

– HPC industry consolidation (e.g. Cray, SGI, HPE)
– Enablers: new types of accelerators, silicon photonics

– Inhibitors: end of Moore’s Law, obsolete programming models
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Genomics Analytics
Problems/demand

Impact

– Treatment of new diseases comprising mutating viruses
and patients with different health issues requires high
degree of timely and personalized treatment

– Global health improvement and pandemic prevention

– Genome sequencing and customization could be costly in
terms of resources, time, and predictability

– Prevention of future potential pandemics and rapid
reaction if it still arises

– Genome analytics requires access to a high degree of
private data and robust anonymization techniques

Opportunities
– Interdisciplinary application of AI/ML/DL techniques to
genomics to enable medical treatments

– Reduced cost of healthcare

Sustainable solution/business opportunity
– 95% growth of genomics analytics over 8 years
(www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/healthcare-it/solutions/genomics-analytics.html)

– Plasma therapy

– Demand growth will drive the cost down and broaden the
use cases to other affordable areas of adoption

– Customized vaccine

– Expand the use to areas, such as regulatory genomics

– Prevention techniques

– Enablers: new types of accelerators, HPC, ML
– Inhibitors: demand is still outperforming supply,
customized analytics is far away from consumer adoption
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Tracking, Surveillance
Problems/demand

Impact

– Spread of virus is best contained by tracking carriers in
present, future, and past

– Could quickly identify sources of carriers, close down
focused zones and open up rest of the world

– Close up of public places, restaurants, imposes restrictions – Could help with other viruses and diseases, such as
on how we conduct daily life
common flu
– This conflicts with freedom and opens up opportunity for
– Combined with genomics analytics could help in choosing
violation/misuse by governments, corporations,
right treatments
adversaries

Opportunities

Sustainable solution/business opportunity

– Using homomorphic techniques to preserve anonymity and – Identify commercial use cases where tracking technology
reveal only with tracked individual’s consent or in case of
could be beneficial
substantial violations
– Devise global policies and sign international treaties that
will prevent misuse
– Use techniques for tracking food, animals, devices

– Anonymized customer purchase patterns
– Border crossing in support of crime prevention
– Origins of parts and counterfeiting

– Enablers: genomics analytics
– Inhibitors: governance and regulatory compliance
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Remote Presence
Problems/demand

Impact

– Travel is almost entirely constrained eliminating in-person
events: meeting, conferences, business, sales, …

– Workplace has entirely changed and people realize that
most of the work can be done from home

– In many cases physical presence is highly desired if not
required (surgeries, patient evaluation, deep technical
discussions, customer meetings, etc.)

– A lot of artists perform remotely (philharmonic, ballet, choir,
theaters, etc.)

– All large scale events (sports, art, etc.) closed down

Opportunities
– Tools, such as zoom, skype, Webex are improving scale,
performance, ease of use (HCI), security

– New business models are derived around remote delivery
instead of in-person presence
– Sports events will undergo substantial changes with
reduced audience, additional protection for performers

Sustainable solution/business opportunity

– Telemedicine, teleworkers, virtual meetings, etc.

– Reliable networking is core enabler

– Complete redesign of Workstyle, use sites for meetings
only, customer visits

– For delicate functions (e.g. surgeries), real-time response
is required to operate robot arms remotely

– Teaching at most if not all universities went online

– Quality User Interfaces and eventually holography can
replace the need for many in-person meetings
– Enablers: 5G, Sophisticated UI, HCI

– Inhibitors: last mile, tail latency, lack of real-time
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Comparing Predictions: Impact, Likelihood, Confidence
Impact
High
HPC
Remote Presence

Prediction
Confidence
High

Tracking, surveillance
Genomics analytics

Medium

Medium

Low
Low
Low

Medium

High Likelihood
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Comparing Predictions: Impact, Likelihood, Confidence
Impact
High
Sharing IP
Tracking, surveillance

HPC
Remote Presence

Prediction
Confidence
High

Medicine
Genomics analytics

Connectivity, 5G
Supply Chain Elasticity
Behavioral Sciences
Medium
Food production, delivery

Medium

Low
Low
Low

Medium

High Likelihood
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Lessons Learned
Some of the industries are severely impacted by pandemics, dramatically reducing demand.
Technology can help them too, but nothing can substantially reverse lack of demand, e.g.
– Transportation, especially air, cruises, taxis/lyft/uber, etc.
– Oil and gas, lack of travel drove down demand for oil (Oil future contract went negative)
– Tourism, hospitality, accommodation industry (hotels, AirBnB)

Some of the technologies and approaches are applicable across many fields
– AI/ML/DL techniques can be applied across all other technologies
– Cybersecurity is essential to protect against malicious behavior which is especially concerning in critical times
– Digital transformation is taking place in general and broadest sense

– Disaster recovery of manufacturing and supply chain very similar to data centers
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Overall Summary
Pandemics
– Technology is critical at times of Pandemics
– Pandemics also helps aggressive technology evolution. Necessity is mother of invention
General

– Technology Predictions (or Trends) were always popular, now they are becoming increasingly useful
– We continue to experiment with approaches and delivery models
– We are becoming more and more systematic and rigorous in our predictions
Seeking Feedback

– What do you think of our predictions? What have we missed, what is wrong, different?
– Feel free to approach me or my colleagues with feedback, questions, …
41

IEEE Computer July 2021 Special Issue on Technology Predictions
Scope of Interest: state-of-the-art technology
predictions from academic/industry viewpoints:

Important Dates
– Paper submissions due: 1 December 2020
– First-round review due: 7 February 2021
– Revision due: 11 March 2021
– Final decision notification: 18 April 2021
– Camera-ready submission due: 1 May 2021
– Publication: July 2021

– AI, machine learning, and deep learning
– Novel computer technologies such as CPUs,
accelerators, memories, storage, interconnects
– Communication technologies: Internet, wireless, and 5G
– Deployment of cloud and edge technologies
– Predictions from the standards perspective
Guest Editors
– Predictions from the road-mapping perspective
– Novel applications: manufacturing, biotech, healthcare, oil Contact at co7-21@computer.org
– Phillip A. Laplante, Penn State
and gas, transportation, finance, smart cities, education
– Dejan Milojicic, Hewlett Packard Labs
– Personal and pervasive computing technologies
– Societal, legal, and ethical aspects
– Security and reliability aspects
– Impact on supply chains
– Future workforce support
Call For Papers: https://www.computer.org/publications/author-resources/calls-for-papers?type=mags&publication=co
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Thank You!
Questions?
dejan.milojicic@hpe.com
twitter.com/dejanm
www.linkedin.com/in/dejanm
https://dejan.milojicic.com
www.facebook.com/dejan.milojicic
www.facebook.com/DejanHPE
www.instagram.com/dejanmilojicic

Gandhi Sivakumar
IBM Australia

AI and COVID19 pandemic….
Gandhi Sivakumar, Chief Architect, Data and Expert AI labs, APAC, Vice President , AI
(IBM Academy of Technology), IBM Master Inventor
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AI key dimensions
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AI key dimensions in the COVID 19 Lens
AI NLP Text
mining
AI Text

AI Speech to Text

AI vision Analytics

AI Avatar

Mentor

AI Text to
Speech
Peer

AI Physical Interface
Expert

AI remote
execution

Assistant

AI Entity
extraction

AI machine
learning
AI
Reproducibility
AI Language
Translation

AI bias

AI explain ability
AI Deflate
AI Auto

IBM Cloud /© 2018 IBM Corporation

AI Emotion
Extraction

In Conclusion …
1. We’ll be increasingly dependent on technology in the post-COVID era.
• Rise of virtual events, work-from-home, remote health care, flexible and on-demand
resourcing, supply chain and logistic management, online shopping, and more

2. Computing and IT will play even more major and crucial roles.
• Security and privacy, risk and crisis management and other non-functional aspects will get
increased attention.

3. We’ll be focusing on R&D that address real-life problems that benefit people,
industry and society.
4. Most of our work and application will be multidisciplinary in nature.
• Autonomous systems, data analytics, robotics, AI/ML, supply chain management, healthcare

5. Opportunities are abound for researchers, developers, and the IT industry.
6. We need to develop and adopt a new mindset - think differently!

Thank you
for your participation

